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Abstract 
A new approach to identifying and managing potential conflict between long-duration, 
cooperative database updates is presented. A loose taxonomy of mechanisms for iden
tifying potential conflict is sketched, and a family of. mechanisms based on the use of 
'delta values' (in the sense of the Heraclitus paradigm) is described. The paper is quite 
preliminary and philosophical - while we present a position, we expect that a primary 
contribution of the paper is to stimulate discussion about this important area. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

There are a variety of application areas that involve long transactions developed by coop
erating humans. This includes the broad class of systems to support engineering design 
and systems that support the delivery of complex services (e.g., telecommunication or 
transportation services to corporations). A fundamental problem is that different users 
working independently might create two or more proposed updates that conflict with each 
other in some way. Some systems, such as RCS, Smile (Kaiser and Feiler, 1987) or Infuse 
(Kaiser and Perry, 1987), provide mechanisms for the disciplined creation and modifica
tion of versions, so that conflicts can be isolated and resolved before the base data is 
corrupted. However, the fundamental issue of efficiently identifying when a conflict has 
arisen is largely unexplored in the literature. In this paper we present the sketch of a 
framework that can be used to understand the relationship of different mechanisms for 
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identifying and resolving conflicts between database updates, and present some pragmatic 
mechanisms to address this problem. 

A key element of our approach is to transform proposed updates (or portions of them) 
from their semantic representations, in the form of database operations expressed as 
programming language expressions, into related syntactic objects called delta values or 
simply deltas. Intuitively, a delta corresponds to differences between hypothetical database 
states. Since they are concrete values, which do not involve code or method calls, it 
is easier to access and manipulate these deltas than the original semantic expressions, 
while capturing much of the intended meaning of the original expression. This has several 
advantages. First, due to their syntactic form, it is much easier to define the meaning of 
conflict between deltas and to define procedures for merging them. Second, hypothetical 
queries, conflict analysis and merging can generally be performed more quickly with deltas 
than by reevaluating the original expressions. This can yield considerable improvements in 
efficiency if the same potential updates are accessed or manipulated several times. Third, 
indices and other associated retrieval techniques can be applied to deltas values, further 
improving efficiency. The disadvantage of using delta values is that they do not capture the 
full semantics of the expressions from which they are created, therefore, conflict between 
deltas is only an approximation of conflict between the underlying expressions. 

The primary contribution of the present paper is two-fold. First, we present a sketch of 
a formal framework by which various notions of conflict can be classified and identified. 
Second, we present various possible definitions for delta values and operations for com
bining them. In particular we are interested in how the different notions of delta affect the 
accuracy of conflict detection and the ability to effectively resolve conflicts. We are also 
interested in the trade-offs between efficiency in the evaluation and manipulation of deltas 
and the accuracy of the conflict determination afforded by different implementations. 

It must be understood that this paper is very preliminary, and intended for presentation 
at a workshop. We are introducing a new perspective and approach for attacking the dif
ficult problem of managing conflict between long-duration, cooperative database updates. 
We expect that the ideas presented here will stimulate new discussion and research in the 
area of conflict management. 

Our notion of a delta value stems from the Heraclitus paradigm (Hull and Jacobs, 
1991, Jacobs and Hull, 1991) and from the ensuing H20 project (Boucelma, et.al., 1995). 
Heraclitus(Alg,C] (Ghandeharizadeh, Hull and Jacobs, 1994) is a DBPL that extends 
C to include the relational model and deltas as first-class citizens. The much broader 
Heraclitus(OO) (abbreviated H20) effort is focused on the development of a variety of tools 
to support database and software interoperation. One component of the H20 project is 
the H20 database programming language (DBPL) (Doherty, Hull and Rupawalla, 1995), 
which is focused on extending object-oriented databases to provide 'multi-state services'. 
These support the ability to easily represent and manipulate 'alternatives', which are 
essentially different versions of a database state, and the deltas between them. In the 
present paper we focus exclusively on the portion of the H20 DBPL concerned with 
deltas, and on refining the notion of deltas so that they are better suited for conflict 
management. 

While the Heraclitus(Alg,C] and H20 DBPLs develop deltas for the relational and 
object-oriented paradigms, respectively, the underlying semantics of delta values remains 
essentially the same. Previous work with Heraclitus[Alg,C] and H20 has focused on de
veloping the semantics of deltas and operations to combine them, and on using deltas to 
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support hypothetical queries and active databases. Here we extend that work by using 
deltas in connection with detecting potential conflict between proposed updates. 

We now briefly compare the work presented here with three related areas. The first 
is traditional concurrency control. We attempt here to maximize the extent to which 
knowledge about the semantics of the data can be utilized to detect and possibly resolve 
conflicts between the data; in traditional concurrency control a conflict is remedied by 
abort or roll-back. Also, while concurrency control attempts to prevent conflicting access 
based on some abstract data-centered notion of granularity, we are interested in detecting 
and resolving conflicts based on the intended meaning of the transactions. We lay a 
foundation by making use of the semantics afforded by the object-oriented data model and 
indicate how to add a rulebase to encode additional semantics implicit in the interaction 
of different objects and their attributes. Among other things, this allows us to capture 
some of the semantics that is represented by derived attributes and/or constraints. 

The second related area concerns research on extending concurrency control mecha
nisms to support long transactions (Barghouti and Kaiser, 1991 ), such as those which 
arise in engineering design. In contrast to engineering design, where such operations as 
the redesign of VLSI chips yields large complex updates, we are interested in application 
domains for which potential updates are generally smaller and simpler in structure; this 
simplifies some aspects of our research. An example of such updates is change requests or 
service orders which might be requested by the customers of some service provider such as 
a telecommunications company. As with long transactions, proposed change requests may 
interfere with one another, and may exist for several days. Furthermore, unlike most pre
vious work on long transactions, we develop here a framework and some tools that may 
be helpful in connection with 'synergistic collaboration' (Barghouti and Kaiser, 1991), 
that is, to facilitate collaboration of people working with two or more conflicting change 
requests, in order to find a consistent merging of them. Another difference between con
ventional long transactions and our domain is that we provide support here for individual 
users to simultaneously manipulate multiple alternative change requests. In any case, we 
expect that the techniques developed here will also be useful in connection with long 
transactions. 

The third related area concerns work on integrating noninterfering versions of programs 
as reported in, e.g., Horwitz, Prins and Reps (1989). This shares a common goal with the 
present work, but the approaches are quite different. In both works, the goal was to be 
able to detect and resolve conflicts between different versions of the database (in their 
case, program text files) where the notion of conflict is defined by application semantics 
rather than the raw data. Their approach is quite different from ours. They reconstruct 
(parse) all the data into a semantically meaning full form (a graph), perform the conflict 
analysis on the semantic representation, the translate the result back into raw data. In 
contrast, we focus on more crude approximations of potential conflict, and rely on other 
mechanisms (e.g., human intervention or heuristics captured in a rule base) to help resolve 
conflicts. 

The paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces an example application 
which will be used throughout the paper, and informally introduces deltas and illustrates 
how they are used to model updates to the database described in the example. Section 
3 gives a brief introduction to the H20 project and describes the programming language 
constructs that the H20 DBPL provides for the creation and manipulation of delta values. 
In section 4, the formal framework by which notions of conflict can be specified is defined, 
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and some possible implementations are classified in terms of this framework. Section 5 
discusses the possibility of using a rulebase and additional attributes to encode data 
semantics not captured by the schema, in order to further refine conflict detection and 
resolution. The last section provides a summary of the development. 

2 THE RUNNING EXAMPLE 

As stated in the introduction, our research focuses on applications, such as telecommu
nications services, where updates are relatively small, of long duration and potentially 
hypothetical. Throughout this paper, we will use as an example of such an application a 
(somewhat oversimplified) model of a building's internal telephone network. 

Potential changes to a system such as a phone network can nevertheless be quite com
plex, and the interactions between such changes can be intricate. In many cases, it is 
useful to explore several alternative changes which may satisfy the same request for ser
vice, before committing to one of them. It is also useful to be able to determine potential 
interactions and conflicts between multiple requests which are being considered at the 
same time. For example, if two businesses serviced by the same subnetwork happen to 
request a change at the same time, then it is likely that updates designed to satisfy the 
two requests would conflict. Furthermore, it may be the case that if the conflict can be 
identified before the updates are committed to the database, a different update which 
merges the updates to satisfy both requests may provide a better solution. Such proposed 
updates often will remain in the database for an extended period of time (possibly days or 
weeks) while the updates are being considered by the clients, before they are committed 
or abandoned. The use of deltas, rather than transactions, to model these updates avoids 
problems due to having idle transactions waiting for a decision to commit. We will show 
how the multi-state management facilities of the H20 DBPL can be used to help to solve 
the problems associated with such long potential updates. 

A full solution to the problem of providing DBMS support for hypothetical and long
term updates, must address (i) conceptual and implementation issues around the creation 
and manipulation of deltas representing change requests, and (ii) human interface issues 
concerning how information about multiple change requests is presented to and manip
ulated by database users. The focus of this paper is on (i). The various aspects of the 
problem of dealing with these conceptual and implementation issues can be classified as 
follows: 

(a) Long-duration creation and consideration of change requests: Specific change re
quests might be considered for a period of hours or days before a final decision is 
made. Furthermore, some change requests under consideration might be 'partial', in 
the sense that they do not correspond to a valiP. and complete change request that 
could be applied to the underlying database. 

(b) Hypothetical queries: A variety of queries might be asked against a proposed change 
request, when considering whether it should be accepted. Constraints may also be 
checked against the hypothetical state representing the proposed change. 

(c) Interference between change requests: In some cases different persons might be work
ing on different change requests which could conflict. We wish to automatically detect 
(and possibly resolve) potential conflicts between such requests. 
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interface Tenant { 
attribute string name; 
attribute string billing_address; 

}; 

interface Room { 

}; 

attribute Ref<Tenant> tenant; 
attribute string room_number; 
attribute Set<Jack> jacks; 

interface Jack { 
attribute Ref<Room> location; 
attribute Ref<Switch> switch; 

}; 

interface LineRouting { 

}; 

attribute Ref<Switch> from_switch; 
attribute int number_of_lines; 

interface Svitch { 

II jacks located in this room 

II room this jack is located in 
II switch which feeds this jack 

II switch which feeds this line 

attribute string id; 
attribute Ref<Room> location; 
attribute Set<Jack> jacks; 
attribute Set<LineRouting> 

II room this svitch is located in 
II jacks feed by this switch 

input_svitches; 
II switches feeding this svitch 

}; 

Figure 1 A simplified schema for a telephone network. 
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(d) Managing multiple alternatives: If several alternative change requests are being con
sidered, operations should be available so that the change requests can be easily 
manipulated. Of particular interest is the ability to combine elements of different 
change requests to create a new one. 

To provide concrete examples for the presentation, we use the partial schema shown 
in Figure 1. This is in a syntax based on OMG's ODL (Cattell, 1993). The schema is 
intended to be an abstracted subset of a schema which might be used in a DBMS used by 
an electrical contractor responsible for the maintenance of a building's internal telephone 
system. Here the Tenant class holds information about different businesses renting offices 
in the building. 

The other classes model the components and physical layout of the network. We assume 
that the network consists of one or more switches which are arranged as a tree, with 
leaf switches connected to individual phone jacks that are located in specific rooms (see 
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5 
switch "X" 
room 13-09 

1522 

812 

8 
switch "A" 

5 
switch "Y" 

room 13-02 room 13-05 
1523 

a231 slOl s37 

switch "Z" 
room 13-10 

s44 

Figure 2 13th floor telephone subnetwork (large boxes represent switches, small boxes 
represent jacks). 

Figure 2). Each jack is connected by a single line to a switch. Pairs of switches are 
connected by sets of lines; this is captured by the attribute input_switches of Switch. 
For a given switch s, this attribute holds a set of LineRouting objects, each of which 
holds a (switch, integer) pair, defining the connection from another switch which feeds 
into switch s, including the number of lines connecting the two switches. Note that the 
Ref< ... >notation indicates that an object identifier (OlD) is held in the attribute, rather 
than a value. 

Figure 2 shows diagrammatically a subset of the current state of the telephone network, 
namely the subnet servicing the 13th floor. A portion of the database state corresponding 
to this subnet is given in Figure 3. The notation for describing an object is the name of 
the object's class followed by the object's OlD and a list of attribute values in paren
theses. Attribute values are listed in the same order as the attribute names in the class 
declarations in Figure 1. OIDst are represented by the first letter of the object's class 
name and a unique integer. 

The first four objects represent switches 'X', 'Y', 'Z' and 'A'; the next four objects 
represent information about the lines connecting these switches. The rest of the objects 
represent some of the rooms and jacks. (Most of the jacks and the rooms in which the 
jacks are located have been omitted). We will assume that a single business, Ace Software 
Development, (represented by a Tenant object with OlD t 1) occupies the entire floor 
serviced by the subnetwork. 

Suppose that the human resource manager at Ace, Bill, wants to add additional lines 
and jacks to provide new voice lines for all lead programmers. Because of the new load 
on switches, some alternatives may be cheaper or quicker to implement than others. In 
our simplified example we assume that there are only two lead programmers, and focus 
on an alternative in which one jack will be attached to switch 'X' and the other to switch 

tFor the purpose of clarifying this illustration, we take the liberty of occasionally using OlD values 
which have some intuitive meaning. Actual OID values would be chosen non deterministically by the OlD 
generator of the underlying DBMS. 
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Switch(s12: "X", r46, { j1, j2, ... , j10 }, { 1522 }) 
Switch(s37: "Y", r104, { j21, j22, ... , j26 }, { 1523 }) 
Switch(s44: "Z", r802, { j31, j32, j33 }, { 1524 }) 
Switch(s101:"A", r8, { }, { 1525 }) 

LineRouting(l522: s101, 5) 
LineRouting(l523: s101, 5) 
LineRouting(l524: s101, 5) 
LineRouting(l525: s231, 8) 

Room(r8: t1, "13-02", { }) 
Room(r46: t1, "13-09", { j1 }) 
Room(r104: t1, "13-05", { j24 }) 
Room(r802: t1, "13-10", { j33 }) 
Room(r301: t1, "13-12", { }) 
Room(r14: t1, "13-08", { j8 }), 
Room(r95: t1, "13-21", { j25 }) 
Room(r407: t1, "13-11", { } ) 

Jack(j1: r46, s12) 
Jack(j8: r14, s12) 
Jack(j33: r802, s44) 

Tenant(t1, "Ace Software Development", "Box 11223") 

Figure 3 Partial state of the initial database. 
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'Y'. We assume that the details of this change request are encapsulated in the function 
Voicel inesForLeadPs. 

Now suppose that while Bill is in the process of negotiating with the contractor for the 
new voice lines, Ann, the director of telecommunication services, also needs to order a 
change. Due to a rearrangement of office space, she needs to have switch 'Z' moved from 
room 13-10 (OlD r802) to room 13-11 (OlD r407). Let RelocateSwitchZ be a function 
that encapsulates this change request. 

We now briefly revisit the fundamental issues presented above in connection with the 
running example. It is clear that many hypothetical queries might be asked against the 
change requests under consideration (such as those represented by VoicelinesForLeadPs 

and RelocateSwi tchZ). Section 3 indicates how the use of deltas makes it possible to 
answer such hypothetical queries in a relatively efficient manner. 

A more subtle issue concerns whether there is a conflict between the two change requests 
that Bill and Ann are considering. If there is a conflict, can it be recognized quickly? 
Is there a natural way to show the conflict to a human user? Is there a natural way to 
'resolve' the conflict, either automatically using heuristics, or through human intervention? 
Section 4 considers the issue of conflicting deltas in some depth, and provides a pragmatic 
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approach for answering the questions just raised. Sections 4 and 5 briefly consider different 
ways that nonconflicting parts of different change requests can be combined to construct 
new change requests. 

As noted in the Introduction, a key element of our approach is to transform change re
quests (and parts of them) from their essentially semantic representation as programming 
language expressions (e.g., Voice1inesForLeadPs and Re1ocateSwitchZ are essentially 
small programs that access and manipulate the database) into related syntactic objects 
called 'delta values' or more simply 'deltas'. As a simple example (see Section 3 for more 
details), the delta value corresponding to Voice1inesForLeadPs in the state of Figure 2 
will be 

De1ta(d0: { 

}) 

mod Switch(s12: "X", r46, { j1, j2, ... , j10, j101 }, { 1522 }) , 
mod Switch(s37: "Y", r104, { j21, j22, ... , j26, j102 }, { 1523 }), 
ins Jack(j101: r14, s12), 
ins Jack(j102: r95, s37), 
mod Room(r14: t1, "13-08", { j8, j101 }), 
mod Room(r95: t1, "13-21", { j25, j102 }) 

This delta captures the change to switches 'X' (OlD s12) and 'Y' (OlD s37) and the 
changes to the rooms 13-08 (OlD r14) and 13-21 (OJD r95), as well as the insertion of two 
new jacks, with OIDs j 101 and j 102. We say that this delta value is based on object-level 
granularity, because it records how each object is to be changed. This is the approach 
used in the prototype of the H20 DBPL currently being implemented (see Section 3). In 
Section 4 we explore a more refined form of delta value which focuses on how individual 
attribute values of objects are to be changed. 

3 A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO H20 

In this section we present a brief introduction to the H20 DBPL, with an emphasis on how 
the current prototype supports delta values. The H20 DBPL provides the basis for our 
approach of detecting and resolving conflicts between proposed updates. The presentation 
here is very condensed. Doherty, Hull and Rupawalla (1995) contains a comprehensive 
treatment of the H20 DBPL; see also Doherty, Hull, Derr and Durand (1995). 

3.1 The Larger Environment 

As described in Boucelma, et.al. (1995) and Doherty, Hull and Rupawalla (1995), the H20 
language constructs are intended to be general enough to be applicable to any C++ like 
host language. We have chosen to use the C++ binding ofthe ODMG standard for object
oriented databases (Cattell, 1993) as the host language for our prototype implementation. 
The ODMG standard defines the following sublanguages: 

• ODL - Object Definition Language 
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• OML - Object Manipulation Language 
• OQL - Object Query Language 

We use the notation H20[xxx] to refer to a particular host language xxx extended by H20 
constructs. For example, H20[0DL] refers to the H20 extension of the object definition 
language. In all cases, the H20 language is defined as a superset of the corresponding 
ODMG standard sublanguage. In this paper we describe only the enhancements defined 
for the ODL and OML. Enhancements to the OQL will be similar to those defined for 
the OML. 

3.2 Subschemas 

As initially discussed in Boucelma, et.al. (1995), it is useful in many applications to build 
deltas on some restricted subset of the database schema. For example, if we are only 
interested in conflicts affecting the physical network, we might want to restrict the deltas 
to the changes affecting those classes which model the network. We allow deltas to range 
over the entire schema or predefined subschemas. 

Subschemas are defined by the H20[0DL] extension subschema. For our example, it is 
useful to define two subschemas as follows. 

subschema CustomerBase {Tenant, Room }; 
subschema ChangeRequest {Room, Jack, LineRouting, Switch }; 

The system defined class delta is a generic type parameterized to operate over any sub
schema. We use the syntax of a C++ template, and the subschema over which instances 
of these classes operate must be supplied when an object of type delta is declared. The 
following code defines two delta value variables which operate on the ChangeRequest sub
schema. The names of the delta variables are abbreviated from the VoicelinesForLeadPs 
and RelocateSwi tchZ change requests, and these variables will be used in the subsequent 
examples to hold delta values for the corresponding change requests. (Similar notation 
will be used for all change requests and delta values.) 

delta<ChangeRequest> vlp_dv, rsz_dv; 

3.3 Delta expressions and delta values 

Recall the sample partial database state shown in Figure 2, and the two proposed updates 
encapsulated in the function calls VoicelinesForLeadPs and RelocateSwi tchZ. These 
function calls are assumed to encapsulate specific database accesses and modifications. 

The deltafication construct of H20 permits the 'hypothetical' execution of actions such 
as these. In particular, any expression enclosed by the deltafication brackets, [ < . . . >], 
is executed hypothetically without changing the database state (except possibly for the 
generation and use of 'new' OIDs). Such expressions return a. delta value, which captures 
the modifications to the database state that would have occurred had the expression 
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actually been executed on the database. Recall that the function VoicelinesForLeadPs 
encapsulates a change request to add two lines and jacks connected to switches 'X' and 
'Y'. The hypothetical execution of this request is invoked by the command 

vlp_dv = [< VoicelinesForLeadPs() >]; 

which does not change the underlying database state. The value of vlp_dv would be the 
delta value with OlD dO which was mentioned in the previous section. 

There are many possible choices for representing the modifications called for by an ex
pression such as VoicelinesForLeadPs. The implications of such different representations 
are explained in later sections. For illustration, we describe now the simple representation 
used in the current prototype H20 system. This representation is a natural generalization 
of the representation used by Heraclitus[Alg,C] for the relational model. We refer to this 
representation as object-granularity delta values, which we indicate by delta09 . 

A delta09 is a 'consistent' (see below) set of (object-granularity) atomic updates. There 
are three kinds of atomic update: 

atomic insert: an expression of the form 'ins < class-name > ( < new-OlD >: < value >) ', 
where new-OlD is an OlD and value is a value from the type of class-name. 

atomic delete: an expression of the form 'del < class-name > ( < OlD >) '. Typically, the 
OlD will be in the extent of class-name in the current database state. 

atomic modify: an expression of the form 'mod < class-name > ( < OlD>:< value >)',where 
OlD is an OlD (typically present in the extent of class-name) and value is a value from 
the type of class-name. Intuitively, this is the new value to be assigned to OlD. 

A set ~ of object-granularity atomic updates is consistent if there are no two distinct 
atomic updates of the form xxx C(o: .. . ) that refer to the same (new or existing) OlD 
o, i.e., if there is at most one action to be performed on any given OlD. We also define a 
special delta value fail, which corresponds intuitively to inconsistency. 

In Section 2 we mentioned the delta09 

vlp_dv = Delta(dO: { 

}) 

mod Switch(s12: "X", r46, { j1, j2, ... , j10, j101 }, { 1522 }), 
mod Switch(s37: "Y", r104, { j21, j22, ... , j26, j102 }, { 1523 }), 
ins Jack(j101: r14, s12), 
ins Jack(j102: r95, s37), 
mod Room(r14: t1, "13-08", { j8, j101 }), 
mod Room(r95: t1, "13-21", { j25, j102 }) 

that results from the evaluation of [ < VoicelinesForLeadPs 0 >] in the state of Fig
ure 2. 

A delta09 resulting from the execution of [ < RelocateSwi tchZ () >] in that same state 
IS 
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rsz_dv = Delta(d1: { 
mod Switch(s44: "Z", r407, { j31, j32, j33 }, { 1524 }) 

}) 

The intended update represented by a delta value can be realized against the database 
by the apply operator. If the proposed VoicelinesForLeadPs change order where to be 
accepted, then the code 

apply vlp_:dv; 

would accomplish the change. Loosely speaking, the application of a delta value results 
in the deletion of all OIDs involved in an atomic delete, insertion of all OIDs involved in 
an atomic insert, and modification of the values of OIDs involved in an atomic modify. A 
precise definition is given in Doherty, Hull and Rupawalla (1995); see also Doherty, Hull, 
Derr and Durand (1995). 

A subtlety here is that a delta value such as vlp_dv captures the meaning of an ex
pression such as VoicelinesForLeadPs only in certain states. By definition, it is always 
the case that for any expression E, evaluating [ < E >] in a state DB and then applying 
the resulting delta value to the same state DB yields the same result as simply executing 
E in DB. However, if~ = [< E >] is evaluated in a state DB, which is subsequently 
updated to DB', then applying~ to DB' may yield a different result than executing Eon 
DB'. Determining whether the intended semantics of a delta value~ is retained when the 
underlying state changes is a deep problem; although we do not discuss it further here, 
this is closely related to the issue of identifying potential conflicts between deltas. 

Access to the hypothetical state represented by a delta value is provided by the when 
operator. The expression E when {j indicates that the expression E should be executed on 
the database state which would exist if the update represented by the delta expression {j 

were applied to the current database state. The when expression has the same type and 
return value as t. 

As an example, suppose we want to know how many jacks would be serviced by switch 
'X', if the change represented by VoicelinesForLeadPs were accepted. The following 
statement gives us the answer. (Assume that we are holding the OlD of switch 'X' in the 
variable swi tch...x.) 

int jack_count = switch_x.NumberOfJacks() when vlp_dv; 

As an additional example, suppose we wish to verify that the new lines requested for 
lead programmers do not exceed the capacity of switch 'X'. To do this we must compute 
the estimated peak usage of the jacks serviced by the switch and compare this against 
the number of input lines to the switch. 
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if (switch_x.CountinputLines() 
< (switch_x.ComputePeakUsage() when v1p_dv)) 

{ 

print ("capacity exceeded"); 
} 

One aspect of the notion of potential conflict developed in Section 4 below focuses on 
whether two proposed updates modify the underlying state in conflicting ways. Exam
ination of the deltas representing Ann's and Bill's change requests shows that in this 
example, the two updates modify disjoint sets of objects. As will be shown in the next 
section, this typically indicates that there is not a potential conflict between the updates. 

We now introduce two additional change requests. The first is intended to add voice 
lines for all members of high priority projects. This update is encapsulated in the function 
Voice1inesForHPProjects, and we assume that the associated delta value is:. 

vhpp_dv = De1ta(d2: { 

}) 

mod Switch(s44: "Z", r802, { j31, j32, j33, j201, j202 }, { 1524 }) 
ins Jack(j201: r95, s44) 
ins Jack(j202: r182, s44) 
mod Room(r95: t1, "13-21", { j25, j201 }) 
mod Room(r182: t1, "13-14", { j202 }) 

The second change request is essentially the same, but is intended to add fax lines for 
members of high priority projects. This is encapsulated by Fax1inesForHPProjects, and 
has the associated delta value fhpp_dv. 

fhpp_dv = De1ta(d3: { 

}) 

mod Switch(s44: "Z", r802, { j31, j32, j33, j301, j302 }, { 1524 }) 
ins Jack(j301: r95, s44) 
ins Jack(j302: r182, s44) 
mod Room(r95: t1, "13-21", { j25, j301 }) 
mod Room(r182: t1, "13-14", { j302 }) 

Since both of these deltas involve modifications to switch 'Z', there is inconsistency 
between them (there is also inconsistency clue to the changes to rooms 13-21 and 13-14). 
For the same reason, they are both potentially in conflict with the delta rsz_dv. Strategies 
for the detection of such conflicts, and for combining deltas containing such conflicts are 
discussed in Sections 4 and 5. 
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3.4 A note on the implementation of the H20 DBPL 

To further illustrate the semantics of deltas, we give a brief sketch of the prototype 
implementation of the H20 multi-state management service, which is supported by the 
H20 DBPL. The implementation includes a library defining a context manager and a 
preprocessor which modifies the implementation of all classes that are included in any 
defined subschemas. The preprocessor also translates H20[xxx] code into the DBPL of 
the underlying database system. 

The H20 library defines a ContextManager class which maintains global information on 
the status of delta creation and application. As described in the next paragraph, any object 
which could potentially be affected by delta operations consults the ContextManager to 
determine the correct context for computing its own value. 

To prepare objects for delta operations, the H20 preprocessor modifies the implemen
tation of all classes whose instances could potentially be affected by a delta operation 
(i.e. which are part of declared subschemas). For each of these classes a surrogate class is 
defined which maintains the same interface as the original class. Instances of the surrogate 
classes maintain object identity and operate on behalf of all versions of the object which 
share that identity. In addition, the surrogate object maintains a delta map which contains 
the atomic update corresponding to that object (if any) for all existing deltas. Figure 4 
shows the surrogate and version objects for the Switch object with OlD sl2 (switch 'Z') 
resulting from the preceding examples. (Note that in the figure we have used variable 
names to denote the deltas in the delta map; OIDs for deltas would actually be stored 
for these.) When responding to any query or method, the surrogate object accesses the 
global context information in the context manager. This context information determines 
which deltas need to be combined to get the correct value for the object in the context of 
any active deltas. Similarly, when the object is updated, it consults the context manager 
to determine if a deltafication is in progress. If one is, then the object must compute 
appropriate atomic updates and place them in the delta map. 

4 SEMANTICS OF CONFLICTING DELTAS 

In this section, we introduce a formal framework by which various notions of conflict 
between updates can be specified and compared. We suggest that there are numerous 
possible definitions of conflict between updates, and that the correct definition of 'true' 
conflict is application dependent. To illustrate some of the possible notions of conflict, 
we give three different definitions, which are based on the update expressions involved. 
Additionally, for each type of conflict, we give two syntactically based approximations, 
each of which is a conservative approximation of the expression-based notion. One of 
these conservative approximations is based on the object-granularity deltas introduced 
in the preceding section. The other is based on a refinement of delta09 s to attribute
granularity rather than object-granularity. A diagram depicting all nine of the definitions 
for potential conflict introduced in this section is presented in Figure 5. This research 
continues to evolve; Doherty, Hull, Derr and Durand (1995) presents refinements for some 
of the notions of conflict presented here. 

All of the definitions given are approximations of 'true' conflict. The three expression
based notions reflect different intuitions concerning the notion of 'true' conflict, and the 
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Figure 4 Context manager and object versions. 

other notions approximate these. We say that these definitions define 'potential conflict' 
since they identify pairs of updates that could possibly have conflict, rather than pairs 
which actually do have conflict. The accuracy of the potential conflict definitions is char
acterized by the definition of a 'containment' relationship (see Subsection 4.5), which 
defines a partial order between the definitions of potential conflict that captures some 
aspects of their relative accuracy. 

4.1 Defining Conflict 

The very notion of 'conflict' is difficult to define- what exactly is meant when it is said 
that two updates conflict? In fact there is no one correct definition of 'true' conflict. 
The intended meaning of conflict between two updates is dependent on the underlying 
application and the intentions of the database designer and users. 

For example, an obvious possible definition of conflict between two updates is that they 
do not commute. In other words, if the order of application of the updates affects the 
result, then there must be some interaction between the updates. However, as will be 
shown by example below, a more refined notion of conflict may be appropriate. This is 
because one update may indeed affect the computation of the other update, and the fact 
that the updates commute on a particular database state may be purely coincidental. 
One of the goals of the research described in this section is to provide a framework by 
which such different notions of conflict can be analyzed, as a first step towards providing 
mechanisms by which database designers and users can specify and select the correct 
notion of conflict for their application. 

In addition to the fact that there are many possible interpretations of conflict between 
updates, the semantics of the database application and corresponding schema can also 
enter into the definition of conflict. This allows for the possibility of conflict management 
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which goes beyond the 'mechanical' definitions given in this section, in order to consider 
whether the actual 'intentions' of the updates conflict. This aspect of the problem is briefly 
addressed in the next section. 

Although this section focuses on the detection of conflict, this is really only one part of 
the larger goal of conflict management. Our aspiration is to find means by which conflict 
can not only be detected, but also resolved. It is our belief that the definitions of conflict 
and the basic mechanism for 'merging' updates, as given here, can be refined to isolate 
the conflicting parts of two updates, and determine a consistent resolution when possible. 

4.2 Expression-level Potential Conflict 

As stated above, there are many possible definitions of conflict between updates. To 
illustrate, we present here three possibilities, defined in terms of the update expressions 
which are being compared. Such definitions are designated 'expression-level' definitions, 
and will be denoted with the subscript el. In general, expression-level definitions capture 
aspects of the notion of 'true' conflict fairly accurately. (The accuracy is determined in 
large part by the degree to which the actual definition of conflict is dependent on the 
semantics of the database schema.) In any case, these expression-level definitions provide 
baseline definitions that correspond to three different notions for 'true' conflict. 

For each of the expression-level definitions, we will assume that two updates of the 
form 8; = [ < f; >] are being compared. These updates correspond to the hypothetical 
execution of a proposed update specified by the expression f;. In the definitions, the 
symbol =vB indicates equivalence of expressions relative to the database state DB. For 
example, ~:1 =vB c2 indicates that executing c1 on DB has the same net effect on DB as 
executing ~:2 on DB. 

As a first example of a possible definition of conflict, consider the commutativity of 
expressions. In many cases, it is sufficient to assume that if the order in which the updates 
are applied to the database does not affect the result, then the updates do not conflict. 
This can be defined in terms of the update expressions as follows. (All of the definitions 
presented here should be interpreted as ignoring the choice of "new" OIDs involved in the 
updates.) 

Definition: Delta expressions 81 = [ < c1 >] and 82 = [ < c2 >] have expression-level 
commutativity-based potential conflict (CPCet) in state DB if c1;t:2 'tvB E2;f1, i.e., if 
executing c 1 followed by c 2 on DB yields a different result than executing E2 followed by 
c1 on DB. 

We say that 81 and 82 are conflict-free relative to CPCel if they do not have CPCel· (The 
notion of conflict-free is defined analogously for the other notions of potential conflict 
presented below.) 

Example 4.1: Consider the following delta expressions: 

81 : [ < IncreaseLinesByPercent ('A' , 'Z' , 20) >] 
82 : [< AddLines('A', 'Z', 5) >] 

The first update is intended to increase the number of lines between switch 'A' and switch 
'Z' by 20%. The second adds five lines between the same two switches. Suppose there are 
currently five lines between switch 'A' and switch 'Z'. Then executing Et followed by E2 
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will result in 11 lines between the switches, while executing € 2 followed by € 1 while result 
in 12 lines between the switches. Thus, these two expressions have CPCel· 

Example 4.2: Consider the following delta expressions: 

81 : [< AddCallWaiting("John Smith") >] 
82 : [ < RemoveOccupant ("John Smith") >] 

Assume that the AddCallWai ting function first queries the database to determine the 
office of the person getting the new service. If that person is found, the service is turned 
on for his/her office. If that person is not found, it does nothing. The RemoveOccupant 
function turns off all services to a person's office and removes the person from the database. 

If E1 is executed before E2 , the resulting change to the database is that John Smith is 
removed from the database. No database changes are made relating to the call waiting 
service, since €2 undoes the effects of € 1 • If € 2 is executed before E1 , the net result is the 
same. In this case, there is no database change relating to the call waiting service because 
John Smith was removed from the database before that service was added. These two 
updates do not have CPCel· 

Example 4.2 illustrates that commutativity-based potential conflict may not accurately 
capture natural intuitions concerning 'true' potential conflict. Specifically, the fact that 
one update changes the result of the other update may be significant, despite the fact 
that those changes are not apparent in the combined result. Testing for such conflicts can 
be achieved by testing that the the changes to the database cause by one expression are 
the same, regardless of whether the update is executed before or after the other update. 
This leads us to the following definition. 

Definition: Delta expressions 81 = [ < E1 >] and 82 = [ < E2 >] have expression-level 
result-based potential conflict (RPCet) in state DB if any of the following are true: 

(i) E1 ¢DB (E1 when 82) (this condition is independent of the kind of delta value used); 
(ii) E2 ¢DB ( €2 when 81); or 

(iii) f1; f2 "¢DB E2; €1 

Example 4.3: Consider the same updates given in Example 4.2. The change to the 
database resulting from the execution of E1 is that call-waiting is added to John Smith's 
office. There is no change to the database resulting from the execution of ( E1 when 82 ). 

These two updates have RPCel· 
Although conflict-freeness relative to RPCet ensures that the results computed by two 

update expressions are not interdependent, it may be the case that potential conflict 
should be identified if the computations made by two update expressions affect by each 
other, even if the results of those computations are not affected. One way to ensure that 
the computations are unchanged is to ensure that the values read during the computation 
have not changed (assuming deterministic computations). This leads to the definition of 
access-based potential conflict below. 

Definition: (Informal) Delta expressions 81 = [ < € 1 >] and 82 = [ < t 2 >] have expression
level access-based potential conflict (APCet) in state DB if any of the following are true: 

(i) the sequence of objects and values accessed during the execution of E1 on DB differs 
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from the sequence of objects and values accessed during the execution of t 1 on the 
state resulting from the execution of t 2 on DB; or 

(ii) the sequence of objects and values accessed during the execution of t 2 on DB differs 
from the sequence of objects and values accessed during the execution of t 2 on the 
state resulting from the execution of t 1 on DB; or 

(iii) t1; t:2 ¢-nB t2; t1 

In the definition of APCel the notion of 'objects and values accessed' is somewhat 
informal. There are several possibilities for refining this. One approach would be to focus 
on the output of explicit database queries and accesses made by the two proposed updates 
(see Doherty, Hull, Derr, and Durand (1995)); another approach might focus more on the 
full implementation of the state, and include indexes or parts of indexes that are touched 
during the executions of the proposed updates. In this paper we do not attempt establish 
a specific meaning for 'objects and values accessed'. 
Example 4.4: Consider the following delta expressions: 

Orsz: [< RelocateSwitchZ() >], 
Ovhpp : [ < VoicelinesForHighPriori tyProj ects () >] 

Assuming that these two updates read only the values that they modify, the expressions 
do not have APCel· 

Example 4.5: Consider the following delta expressions: 

Ovhpp: [< VoicelinesForHighPriorityProjects() >] 
Ofhpp: [< FaxlinesForHighPriorityProjectsO >] 

Both of these updates will modify the jack sets of switch 'Z' and rooms 13-21 and 13-14. 
Thus, these expressions have APCel· 

The three definitions of potential conflict are not the only possibilities, but they do begin 
to demonstrate the flexibility inherent in the definition of conflict. Furthermore, there are 
multiple ways of interpreting these definitions. Consider for example APCel· In some 
applications, just the fact that two expressions access the same data may be considered 
sufficient to warrant detection of a potential conflict. In other applications, APCel could be 
interpreted as a means of capturing a more refined notion of potential conflict in a crude 
way. This may happen in cases where the schema does not hold sufficient information to 
completely capture the intent of an update; Section 5 suggests one approach for dealing 
with such conflicts. 

4.3 Object-granularity Potential Conflict 

Although expression-level potential conflict captures the intended meaning of the defini
tions of conflict fairly closely, it can be expensive to compute. This is primarily due to 
the fact that the definitions require multiple executions of the update expressions, which 
may be arbitrarily complex. Since the delta values resulting from the hypothetical exe
cution of the update expressions capture the effect of the update (on the state in which 
they were evaluated), this information can be utilized to reduce the number of times the 
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update expressions need to be reevaluated. To illustrate, we redefine the three notions 
of conflict, using the object-granularity implementation defined in the previous section; 
these definitions will be denoted with the subscript og. 

These object-granularity definitions will make use of the notion of the consistency of a 
set of atomic updates, as defined in Section 3. 

An object-granularity approximation of commutativity-based potential conflict can now 
be defined as follows. 
Definition: Delta expressions 61 = [ < £1 >] and 62 = [ < £2 >] have object-granularity 
commutativity-based potential conflict (CPCa9 ) in state DB if ~1 U ~2 is not consistent, 
where ~i is the value of 6; in DB. 

To test for result-based potential conflict, it is necessary to check the result of executing 
each update expression on the state which would result if the other update were applied 
to the database. This can be efficiently computed using the when operator. 
Definition: Let 61 = [ < £1 >] and and 62 = [ < E2 >]. Let ~i be the value of [ < E; >] 
in DB, Let ~~ be the value of([< £1 >] when 62 ) in DB, and ~~be the value of 
([< <'2 >] when 61 ) in DB. Then 61 and 62 have object-granularity result-based potential 
conflict (RPC 09 ) in DB if any of the following are true: 

(i) ~1 #-~~;or 
(ii) ~2 #- ~~; or 

(iii) ~1 U ~2 is not consistent. 

Testing for access-based potential conflict requires recording all objects read or written 
during the execution of the update expression. To represent this set, we define an extended 
delta value, which includes a set of the OIDs of objects accessed during evaluation of a 
delta expression. 
Definition: An extended delta09 value is a pair (A,~) where 

(i) A is a set of OIDs (the access set), and 
(ii) ~is a delta09 value as defined in Section 3. 

Since testing for access-based potential conflict requires the objects accessed during 
execution of the update expressions on two different states, we will use the following 
definition of an access set used when comparing two update expressions. Here the symbols 
E, 6, and ~are used in the usual manner. 

{ o I o is the oid of an object accessed during the execution 
of E; on DB} 

Af U 
{ o I o is the oid of an object accessed during the execution 

of E; on apply( DB, ~J)} 

With this definition of access sets, we can now define object-granularity access-based 
potential conflict. 

Definition: Let 61 = [ < £1 >] a.nd and 62 = [ < <'2 >] . Let ~i be the value of [ < t; >] in 
DB, Let A~ and A~ be access sets as defined above. Then 61 and 62 have object-granularity 
access-based potential conflict (APC09 ) in DB if either of the following are true: 
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(i) A~ n A~ # 0; or 
(ii) Ll1 U Ll2 is not consistent. 

Example 4.6: Consider the following delta expressions: 

8rsz: [< RelocateSwitchZ() >], 
8vhpp : [ < VoicelinesForHighPriorityProj ects () >] 

The object corresponding to switch 'Z' (OlD s44) will be present in the access sets of both 
of the extended delta values corresponding to these two expression. These expressions have 
APC09 • 

While these notions of object-level potential conflict are very coarse approximations of 
expression-level potential conflict, they are typically cheaper to compute. CPC 09 is the 
least expensive, since it can be computed entirely from the precomputed delta values. 
RPCo9 and APC09 are more expensive, in that they each require one new execution of the 
original delta expressions. 

Before leaving this discussion of object-granularity, we present a straight-forward propo
sition, which begins to depict the relationships between the notions of potential conflict 
introduced so far. The result also describes the relationship of conflict-free updates with 
a. binary operator on deltas called "merge" The merge of two deltas, denoted by &, is 

defined a.s a consistent union of two sets of atomic updates+ 

Definition: Let 6.1 and 6.2 be two delta09s. The merge of 6.1 and 6.2 is defined by: 

6. & 6. _ { 6.1 U Ll2 if this is consistent 
1 2 - fail otherwise 

where fail is a special delta value denoting 'inconsistency'. 

Proposition 4. 7: Let 81 = [ < c1 >] and 82 = [ < c2 >] be two delta expressions over 
subschema S, and let DB be a database state. 

(a) If 81 and 82 are conflict-free relative to CPC09 (RPC09 , APC09 ) then they are conflict
free relative to CPCet (RPC.t, APCet, respectively). 

(b) Suppose that 81 and 82 are object-granularity conflict-free (relative to any of the 
three kinds of potential conflict). Let Ll1 be the result of evaluating 81 in DB and 
let Ll2 be defined analogously. Then the value of [ < c1 ; ~'2 >], i.e., the deltafication 
of the composition of t 1 and c2, is equal to 6.1 & 6.2. 

A future goal of this research is to develop richer notions of merge, corresponding 
to various definitions of potential conflict, which will not only combine non-conflicting 
updates, but also potentially merge conflicting updates by resolving the conflict. 

tA slightly less restrictive definition of merge is used in Doherty, Hull and Rupawalla (1995) and Doherty, 
Hull, Derr and Durand (1995). Another operation, called smash (denoted by'!') is also given there, which 
resolves conflicts between atomic updates in favor of the second delta. By using smash, the condition 
'At and A2 are consistent' used in the object-granularity notions of potential conflict can be replaced 
by the condition 'A1 ! A 2 # A 2 ! A1' This more closely reflects the commutativity condition of the 
expression-level notions. 
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4.4 Attribute-granularity Potentiai Conflict 

Examples 4.4 and 4.6 show that in the context of access-based potential conflict, brsz 

and bvhvv do not have expression-level potential conflict, but do have object-granularity 
potential conflict. From an inspection of the delta values rsz_dv and vhpp_dv it is clear 
what the problem is: both of these modify unrelated information about switch 'Z'. The 
delta value rsz_dv modifies the location attribute while vhpp_dv modifies the jacks 
attribute. This suggests that a more refined syntactic notion of potential conflict can be 
obtained by focusing on the values of individual attributes of objects, rather than full 
object values. To define this, we first revisit the notion of delta value. 

An attribute-granularity delta value, or deltaa9 , is a 'consistent' (see below) set of 
(attribute-granularity) atomic updates. The attribute-granularity atomic updates are (the 
first two are the same as for the object-granularity case): 

atomic insert: an expression of the form 'ins < class-name > ( < new-OlD >: < value >) ', 
where new-OlD is an OlD and value is a value from the type of class-name. 

atomic delete: an expression of the form 'del < class-name > ( < OlD >) '. Typically, the 
OlD will be in the extent of class-name in the current database state. 

atomic modify: an expression of the form 'mod < class-name > ( < OlD > : < attribute
name> : <value>)', where OlD is an OlD (typically present in the extent of class
name), attribute is an attribute of class-name, and value is a value from the type of 
that attribute. Intuitively, this is the new value to be assigned to attribute for OlD. 

A set D. of attribute-granularity atomic updates is consistent (a) if there are no two 
distinct atomic updates of the form mod C(o: att: ... ) that refer to the same (new or 
existing) OlD o and attribute att (i.e., if there is at most one action to be performed on 
any given attribute of a given object), and (b) there are no two distinct atomic updates 
of the form xxx C(o: ... ) where at least one of them involves ins or del; except that 
pairs of the form ins C ( o: v) and mod C ( o: att: u) are permitted if u is the value of att 
Ill V. 

For example, the deltaa9 s corresponding to brsz and bvhpp are 

rsz_dva = agDelta(d5: { 
mod Switch(s44; location: r407) 

}) 

vhpp_dva = agDelta(d6: { 

}) 

mod Switch(s44: jacks: {j31, j32, j33, j201, j202 }), 
ins Jack(j201: r95, s44) 
ins Jack(j202: r182, s44) 
mod Room(r95: jacks: {j25, j201}} 
mod Room(r182: jacks: {j202}} 

These two deltaa9 s are conflict-free since their union is consistent. 
A merge operator ( & ) and access sets for deltaa9 s can be defined in analogy to the defi-
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nitions given for delta09s. By substituting the equivalent attribute-granularity definitions 
for delta values, access sets and merge into the object-granularity definitions of potential 
conflict, equivalent definitions for attribute-granularity potential conflict (CPCa9 , RPCag 
and APCa9 ) can be defined. 

All three definitions of attribute-granularity potential conflict are more conservative 
that the corresponding expression-level definition, and less conservative than the corre
sponding object-granularity definition. The cost of evaluating attribute-level potential 
conflict is similar to that of evaluating object-granularity potential conflict, with the ad
ditional overhead of maintaining and using the more refined information contained in the 
atomic updates. 

Of course, the refinement from object-granularity to attribute-granularity is just the 
tip of the iceberg. A natural further refinement would be to incorporate the structure of 
attributes into the delta values. This could be achieved by defining a richer set of atomic 
updates. As a simple example, consider the attribute jacks of Switch. It would be natural 
to allow delta values to indicate individual insertions and deletions to the jack value of 
a given Switch object, rather than specifying how the full set of jacks is to be replaced. 
To illustrate, we might replace an attribute-granularity atomic update 

by 

mod Switch(s44: jacks: {j31, j32, j33, j201, j202 }) 

mod Switch(s44: jacks: setins{j201}), 
mod Switch(s44: jacks: setins{j202}) 

4.5 Comparing the Notions of Potential Conflict 

To close this section we compare the nine definitions of potential conflict given here in 
terms of the accuracy with which they detect conflicting updates. The relative precision 
of two definitions is characterized by the following containment relationship. 
Definition: Let X and Y be two definitions of potential conflict. X contains Y if for all 
schemas S, database states DB, and delta expressions t51 and 82 , X will detect a conflict 
between t51 and t52 on state DB over schema S if Y detects a conflict between t51 and 82 
on state DB over schema S. The containment of Y by X is denoted by X 2 Y. 

Intuitively, X 2 Y says that X is more conservative than Y, in that it will identify at 
least all conflicts identified by Y. Figure 5 shows the containment relationships between 
the various possible definitions of potential conflict given above. In the figure an arrow 
is used to show containment, where the definition at the tail of the arrow contains the 
definition at the head of the arrow (i.e., X-+ Y means X 2 Y). 

It is straight-forward to show the following result, which extends part of Proposition 
4.7: 

Proposition 4.8: The containment relationships indicated in Figure 5 are correct. 

As noted above, following the arrows up the graph, from attribute-granularity poten
tial conflict to expression-level potential conflict, represents a trade-off between efficiency 
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Figure 5 Containment relationship between definitions of potential conflict. 

and accuracy in the conflict detection. Moving horizontally, between commutativity-based, 
result-based and access-based potential conflict must be interpreted differently, since these 
three notions were derived from somewhat different intuitions of 'true' conflict. Selecting 
between these alternatives changes the very meaning of conflict, and must take into ac
count the application semantics. 

5 USING DATA SEMANTICS IN CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 

In the previous section, we discussed how the granularity of information stored in delta 
values affected the precision with which conflicts between updates can be identified and 
managed. In this section we briefly indicate how the semantics of the underlying applica
tion can be used to refine the notion of potential conflict. The motivation to incorporate 
application specific semantics into conflict management stems from the fact that even 
expression-level potential conflict, as defined in Section 4, may in some cases fail to accu
rately reflect an appropriate notion of 'true' conflict. This will be illustrated by example 
below. We are investigating two possible mechanisms for incorporating application se
mantics into conflict management. First, we consider adding additional (possibly virtual) 
attributes to the schema to hold additional information about the intended meaning of up
dates. Second, we consider the possibility of using a rule base to act as a filter on potential 
conflict. 

Figure 6 gives an informal perspective on the the space of possible approaches to iden
tifying and managing conflict between proposed database updates. The vertical axis in 
this figure represents the relationship between precision and representation, as described 
in the previous section. The horizontal axis represents the possibility of incorporating 
application-specific semantics in order to refine the notion of potential conflict, which is 
the focus of this section. As suggested in the figure, the use of such information is indepen
dent of the representation used for delta values. The dashed arrows in the diagram suggest 
our aspiration to find syntactically-based notions of conflict that capture a high degree 
of the semantics of a given application, and closely approximate an application-specific, 
semantically-based notion of conflict. 
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Figure 6 An intuitive perspective on identifying and managing potential conflict between 
proposed updates. 

To illustrate the need for application semantics in conflict management, consider the 
following pairs of delta values, which were defined earlier: 

(i) vlp_dv and vhpp_dv which capture the updates encoded in 
VoicelinesForLeadPs and VoicelinesForHPProjects. 

(ii) vlp_dv and fhpp_dv which correspond to VoicelinesForLeadPs 
and FaxlinesForHPPro j ect s. 

Both of these pairs of deltas have expression-level access-based potential conflict, because 
in each case, the value of room 13-21 (OlD r95) is affected by both delta values in the 
pair. This potential conflict results because the offices of the lead programmers on high 
priority projects are affected by all changes. However, it can be argued that only the first 
pair has 'true' potential conflict, when the application semantics are accounted for. 

In the first case, both deltas, vlp_dv and vhpp_dv, will add a distinct new jack into 
room 13-21 to be used for voice communication. Presumably the occupant of room 13-21 
will need only one phone, and there is a real conflict between the intentions of the two 
updates. If the two updates were to be merged some (human or automated) intervention 
would be appropriate to determine a semantically consistent merge. In the second case, 
however, the two deltas, vlp_dv and fhpp_dv, add new jacks to room 13-21 for distinct 
purposes. It may be entirely appropriate for the occupant of room 13-21 to have distinct 
voice and fax lines. Thus, if the semantics of the application were considered, when the 
potential conflict between vlp_dv and fhpp_dv was detected, it could be disregarded, since 
there is not an actual conflict, and there would be no need for external intervention. 

How can we extend the notions of potential conflict developed in Section 4 to incorpo
rate this kind of application-dependent information? One approach is to add additional 
information into the underlying schema that captures relevant application semantics. Since 
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such additional information may only be relevant in the context of conflict management, 
this schema extension might be virtual, in the sense that only delta values will record the 
additional information. In this example, we might add an additional (virtual) attribute 
called intended..nse to the Jack class. When an update is formed, the creator is ex
pected to provide this additional information. The notion of potential conflict could then 
be revised, such that insertion of multiple jacks into the same office, each with a distinct 
intended use, would not be viewed as a conflict. 

In practical terms, how could potential conflict be recognized and dealt with in this 
richer context? A straightforward approach to incorporating data semantics into the con
flict determination process is through human intervention. Whenever a potential conflict 
is detected, a human user could be prompted to determine whether the potential conflict 
should actually be interpreted as a conflict in the context of the application semantics. The 
user's decision could make use of queries against the virtual attributes suggested above. 
Incorporating human reasoning into the conflict determination process is especially effec
tive in cases where the exact semantics of conflict may be too complex to express. 

Although human reasoning provides the most flexible solution, in many cases the se
mantics of conflict are well defined and human intervention could become tedious. For 
such cases, we are currently exploring the use of a rulebase which would encode the ap
plication semantics and act as an automatic filter on potential conflicts. The rules would 
be triggered whenever an attribute-granularity potential conflict was detected, and would 
attempt to determine whether the conflict remains valid when the application semantics 
is considered. We also envision a similar rulebase to determine how conflicting portions 
of updates can be properly merged. 

In our example, a rule could be triggered whenever two different deltas try to insert 
new jacks into the same room. The rule could check the intended_use attribute of the 
two jacks, to determine if both jacks are justified. If the conflict were detected while two 
deltas were being merged, a similar rule could determine if the correct result would be 
the union of the two sets of jacks for the room, or if one or the other should be selected 
for the resulting delta. 

6 CONCLUSION 

This paper develops preliminary ideas on a framework for identifying and m'anaging con
flict between cooperating updates, as might arise in engineering design or in the provision 
of complex services. The notion of potential conflict between updates is quite vague; the 
goal of this paper has been to begin to understand the broad space of possible definitions 
of 'potential conflict', and point to pragmatic approaches for working with it. 

In this development we proposed three 'dimensions' along which definitions of potential 
conflict might be developed. The first was introduced in Subsection 4.2, and focuses on 
attempting to capture different intuitions concerning possible notions of 'true' potential 
conflict. We presented three points on this 'dimension', based on commutativity (CPC), 
on results (RPC), and on accesses (APC). Subsection 4.2 focused on expression-level 
versions of these notions. The second 'dimension', introduced in Subsections 4.3 and 4.4, 
uses syntactic approximations of the expression-level versions. The approximations are 
based on the notion of delta value introduced by the Heraclitus paradigm (Hull and 
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Jacobs, 1991, and Jacobs and Hull, 1991); importantly, hypothetical queries can be posed 
against the delta values in an efficient manner. 

The first two 'dimensions' for defining potential conflict are illustrated in Figure 5, which 
shows containment relationships between several notions of potential conflict. The final 
'dimension' concerns the amount of application-dependent semantics that is incorporated 
into the determination of potential conflict. As illustrated in Section 5, in some cases this 
application-dependent semantics may not be present in the original database schema. 
Section 5 also briefly suggests a mechanism for incorporating such semantics into the 
conflict resolution framework. 

Of course, this paper raises many more questions than it answers. From a foundational 
perspective, we still need a better understanding of different notions of potential conflict, 
and the different ways that application semantics can be incorporated. From a. practical 
perspective, the need for mechanisms to identify potential conflict are clearly needed. 
It is unclear, however, what notion of potential conflict should be used. For example, 
should a very simplistic and easy to compute approximation of conflict be used (e.g., 
object-granularity commutativity-based potential conflict), or should a much tighter but 
more expensive approximation be used (e.g., that incorporates some of the semantics 
of the application using virtual extensions of the database schema)? Also, if application 
semantics is to be incorporated, how effective is the rule-based approach for identifying 
potential conflict, and what other alternatives are feasible? 
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Questions & answers 
Question [Larry Kerschberg]: 

Why delta-1 followed by delta-2? 

Answer [Michael Doherty]: 
We wanted to see what the effects would be of applying one after the other. 

Question [Erich Neuhold]: 
When changing from object granularity to attribute granularity, your method 
doesn't work without changing the definition of the delta operators -- right? 

Answer [Michael Doherty]: 
Right. 

Question [Robert Meersman]: 
It doesn't seem like there was much definition of "semantic conflict;" it was more 
like "database conflict" -- right? 

Answer [Michael Doherty]: 
Right -- we had second thoughts about our hard definition of semantic conflicts. 
We later came up with additional definitions of conflicts and presented these. 

Question [Leo Mark]: 
Could you add more semantics by identifying tuples by a query? Would it help 
to discover conflicts if you matched queries to see conflicts? 

Answer [Michael Doherty]: 
It would potentially be expensive. Also, it is not easy to do because we used 

C++. 

Question [Marek Rusinkiewicz]: 
Commutativity is widely researched in the literature in the context of semantic 
conflicts in transaction processing. Could these ideas be used? 

Answer [Michael Doherty]: 
I'd like to know more about these ideas. Let's take this question off line. 

Question [Erich Neuhold]: 
What about arbitrarily large databases? Are these expensive to check? 

Answer [Michael Doherty]: 
We collect the deltas. Then, checking to see that some value is not there is rela
tively easy. 

Question [Erich Neuhold]: 
It seems to be like an optimistic concurrency control scheme: check updates and 
discard them if unsuccessful. 

Answer [Michael Doherty]: 
We assume that the conflicts are not too frequent. We need to define our applica
tion space better. 

Question [Robert Meersman]: 
You need to study applications. You can't call it semantics unless you do -
right? 
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Answer [Michael Doherty]: 
Yes, our definitions are mechanical, not application dependent. We need to look 
more at applications. 

Question [Erich Neuhold]: 
Your 10% and + lO example is application semantics -- right? 

Answer [Michael Doherty]: 
Yes. We need to look more at semantics. 


